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Abstract
The penetration of Renewable Energy Resources (RER) in modern power grids is increasing rapidly. This calls for
effective detection of un-intentional power islands to ensure personnel safety, avoid power quality issues and, out-ofphase reconnections, etc. The stringent computational requirements make Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) more
suited to this task as compared to conventional microprocessors or Digital Signal Processors (DSP). This paper presents
the implementation of a passive, stand-alone anti-islanding relay on FPGA hardware for power networks with DG. The
anti-islanding technique used in this study combines the Under/Over Frequency, Rate-of-change of Frequency (ROCOF)
and Rate-of-change of Phase-angle difference (ROCPAD) algorithms by utilizing voltage and current signals at DG
terminals. The relay is implemented on Xilinx FPGA using LabVIEW software on NI compactRIO embedded platform.
The power network is emulated on a Hardware-In-Loop (HIL) simulation system, which is interfaced with the FPGA
hardware. Multiple relevant system events have been tested to evaluate and validate the response of the relay.
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1.

Introduction

The world is moving away from the traditional electrical grid infrastructure to the smart grid model. The conventional
system was a demand-driven hierarchical structure with unilateral power flow. The Modern electrical grids are now
becoming capable of bilateral exchange of power and information between consumers and power companies. This has
resulted in a rapid shift towards grid decentralization; and Distributed Generation (DG) penetration [1]. The year 2020
marked the largest year-on-year increase in the global renewable capacity amounting to 280GW [2]. This shift towards
smart grids brings with it many merits such as reduction of losses in the system, increase in competition and better
customer services to name a few. However, one of the consequences of grid decentralization is the formation of unintentional power islands, where a part of the grid can stay energized and cut-off from the rest. This poses a hazardous
condition that can endanger the equipment and personnel working to restore the grid. Islanding can also be a cause of
power quality issues and reduced grid security [3]. Therefore, IEEE has developed the standard 1547-2018 outlining the
guidelines for interconnection and inoperability of DGs. The aforementioned standard defines a 2 second window to
detect the islanding fault and isolate the grid-tied DGs from the grid [4]. However, for modern grids with fast reclosers,
faster detection and isolation times are required for proper operation.
Broadly, there are two major types of Islanding Detection Techniques (IDTs); Remote and Local [5]. Remote methods
are based on communication of utility side parameters over some media like Power Line Carrier (PLC). Islanding
detection based on PLC and Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) is discussed in [6]. Authors in [7] discuss a novel
communication based technique in order to detect islanding. Mitigation of cyber-attack risks for remote islanding
detection using micro-PMUs is discussed in [8]. Remote IDTs provide accurate and reliable system information, but
they are prone to cyber-attacks and are comparatively expensive. Contrarily, local islanding detection methods use
system parameters at DG terminals. These techniques are simple to implement and are cost effective. Local IDTs can
be further divided into Active and Passive techniques. Active methods are based on periodically perturbation whose
feedback is monitored to detect any islanding event [9]. Frequency drift [10], Phase shifted feed-forward voltage [11],
Sandia Frequency shift [12] and, virtual synchronous generator droop characteristics based techniques [13] are some of
the active methods. The active IDTs provide reliable detection with no Non-detection Zone (NDZ). The disadvantages
being that the perturbation to the system affects the power quality. Lastly, the passive islanding methods derive the
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detection scheme based on system parameters e.g., voltage, phase angle, frequency, and harmonic components available
at the DG terminals. Some of the work includes under/over voltage and frequency based detection presented in [14],
passive islanding protection using undervoltage block function (UVBM) is discussed in [15], calculating dq0 transform
[16], and through monitoring dynamic behaviour of load in microgrid [17]. Here, the advantages are simplicity, nonintrusion, and detection speed. The compromise being the possibility of maloperation because of NDZ. These drawbacks
are addressed by combining other active, passive, or intelligent methods with the base passive technique [18]. A
comprehensive review of various IDTs is given in [19].
The objective of this work is to propose and implement an anti-islanding algorithm with high reliability, selectivity, and
speed. For this purpose, this paper presents an improved passive IDT with minimum NDZ. The relay can act
independently of the DG control system. The detection algorithm is implemented on FPGA which is interfaced with the
power system being emulated in Hardware-in-loop (HIL) simulation system to achieve islanding detection. FPGA
implementation ensures fast detection speed and future re-programmability.
2. FPGA Architecture
Most modern protective relays employ signal processing techniques to detect faults in the power network. FPGA
provides several advantages for these applications, including parallel execution of operations which makes it more
suitable for use in protective relays resulting in reduced fault detection time. The National Instruments Compact
Reconfigurable Input/Output (NI compactRIO) is an embedded system comprised of a real-time processor and an FPGA.
The simplified internal configuration of the system is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Simplified Architecture of compactRIO

Fig. 2: Passband response for NI 9244

The NI compactRIO 9049 used for this study consists of Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGA and Intel Atom E3940 real-time
processor. Relay algorithm is implemented on the FPGA while the real-time processor acts as the control panel for the
relay. The compactRIO hosts slots for input/output modules called C-series modules. These modules are designed for
specific purposes and can be installed or removed as required. They also handle the pre-filtering, conditioning, and
sampling of the signals. The modules used for voltage and current input are NI 9244 and NI 9247 respectively.
Specifications for the modules are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Input Module Specification
Parameter
NI 9244
NI 9247
Analog Inputs
4
3
Input Rating
400 Vrms L-N /
50 Arms
690 Vrms L-L
Continuous
Sampling Rate
50kS/s/channel
ADC Resolution
24-bit
The sampling rate is set at 2 kS/s. The modules have a combination of analog and digital filters to provide an accurate
representation of in-coming analog signals. The filter response for NI 9244 is given in Fig. 2. It is observed that the
passband frequency for NI 9244 is 906 Hz. The same for NI 9247 is from 10 Hz to 906 Hz. The stopband frequency for
both is 1094 Hz with an attenuation of 95dB. On the software side, LabVIEW IDE provides a visual block-based
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programming environment to model and simulates algorithms on the Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGA. Next, the Xilinx code
compiler converts the LabVIEW model into the FPGA bit files. These bit files can be optimized subject to different
constraints. These include code size optimization, FPGA resource optimization and run-time optimization. Run-time
optimization focuses on improving the code run-time by parallelizing the code as much as possible at the expense of
FPGA resources.
3. Proposed Islanding Detection
The principle behind the proposed IDT is three-pronged. ROCOF, ROCPAD and UOF algorithms are used in parallel
to detect islanding faults and isolate the non-islanding events.
3.1.

Under and Over Frequency Algorithm

The measured frequency is continuously compared to the frequency thresholds defined in IEEE standard 1547.
Specifically, the upper limit is set at 60.5 Hz and the lower limit is 59.3 Hz. If the frequency violates either threshold,
the UOF algorithm generates a trip signal which is used in the final trip decision-making process.
3.2.

ROCOF Algorithm

ROCOF is based on the principle that the dynamic frequency change is related to power mismatch during LOM. The
backward derivative of frequency can be calculated using the frequency measured from the voltage waveform at DG
terminals using a 3-phase, phase-locked loop (PLL) as Eq. (1),
∆𝑓
𝑓𝑥 − 𝑓𝑥−1
(𝑥) =
∆𝑡
𝑡𝑥 − 𝑡𝑥−1

(1)

Where, ∆t is measurement window in seconds.
fx is frequency value at xth sample’s time i.e., tx.
f(x-1) is the previous frequency value at last sample.
The ROCOF is then calculated from the time derivative of frequency using Eq. (2),
𝑛

𝑅𝑂𝐶𝑂𝐹 =

1
∆𝑓
∑ | (𝑥)|
𝑠
∆𝑡

(2)

𝑥=1

Where, 𝑠 = ∆𝑡/𝑇𝑠
(3)
Ts is the sampling time measured in seconds.
s is the number of samples in one window length.
x is the sample number from 1 to n.
A measurement window of 20 milliseconds is used for ROCOF. As per the IEEE standard, for a measurement window
of 500 milliseconds, the trip threshold is set at 1 Hz/s [20]. Faster detection times can be obtained by reducing the
window size, but it can make the algorithm to mal-operate. However, as ROCOF is working in parallel with ROCPAD
and UOF, the chance of maloperation is minimized. There are 2 thresholds T1 and T2 at 1 Hz/s and 10 Hz/s defined for
causing alarm and trip command respectively.
3.3.

ROCPAD Algorithm

The rate-of-change of phase angle difference between voltage and current phases at DG terminals can be used as an
indicator for LOM event. ROCPAD algorithm can detect zero mismatch scenarios but can also mal-operate in case of
short-circuit faults. The phase angles of voltage ‘θV’ and current ‘θI’ are measured using PLL. The phase difference
between the two is denoted as φ. The backward difference is calculated in a similar manner to that of frequency using
Eq. (4),
∆𝜑
𝜑𝑥 − 𝜑(𝑥−1)
(𝑥) =
∆𝑡
𝑡𝑥 − 𝑡𝑥−1

(4)
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Where, ∆t is window length measured in seconds.
φx is phase difference at xth sample’s time i.e., tx.
φ(x-1) is the phase difference obtained one window length (∆t) before the latest sample.
ROCPAD is then calculated using Eq. (5).
𝑛

1
∆𝜑
𝑅𝑂𝐶𝑃𝐴𝐷 = ∑ | (𝑥)|
𝑠
∆𝑡

(5)

𝑥=1

Where,

𝑠 = ∆𝑡/𝑇𝑠

(6)

Ts is the sampling time measured in seconds.
s is the number of samples in one window length.
x is the sample number from 1 to n.
The measurement window of ROCPAD is also set to 20 milliseconds to streamline the results of both algorithms. Again,
there are 2 thresholds T1 and T2 at 1.5 Deg/s and 8 Deg/s for causing alarm and trip command respectively.
3.4.

Protection scheme overview

The trip logic is implemented in such a way that to eliminate the NDZ of individual algorithms. The flow diagram of
the overall scheme is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Protection scheme flow-chart
4. Test System Description
To evaluate the performance of anti-islanding relay, IEEE 13-Node Test Feeder is utilized. A 250kW DG is connected
at bus 634 which is designed to work at unity power factor. The local load L-3 is adjusted so that it consumes the rated
DG capacity for balanced islanding operation. The Islanding event is created by opening the circuit breaker CB01 at the
point of common coupling. The local loads in percent overload and underload cases are adjusted according to the actual
power output. Five test cases are evaluated, including three islanding cases and two non-islanding events. The singleline diagram is shown in Fig. 4. Parameters of the test system and DG are mentioned in Table 2.
Table 2: Test System Parameters
Parameter Value
Parameter Value
f0
60 Hz
RDG
3.745×10-4 Ω
Vabc (L-L)
4.16 kV
LDG
9.935×10-5 H
VDG (L-L)
480 V
TPower
5×10-6 s
fPWM
1980 Hz
Tcontrol
5×10-5 s
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Fig. 4: IEEE 13-Node feeder single-line diagram
The test system is implemented in MATLAB/Simulink environment on HIL system using Simscape technology. The
HIL system emulates the test system and sends real-time DG terminal data to the NI compactRIO acting as the relay.
The incoming data wires are connected to the terminals of I/O modules where it is sampled and sent to actual FPGA.
The NI compactRIO is simultaneously connected to an external computer via ethernet for monitoring the relay inputs
and outputs in LabVIEW software.
5. Results and Discussion
The HIL simulation discussed is run for 1 s and test cases (Islanding, switching and fault) are scheduled at 0.5 s. The
results are shown for 200 milliseconds i.e., from 0.3 s to 0.7 s. The results are discussed in the next sub-sections.
5.1.

Islanding at 50 percent overload

In the first case, the power mismatch is significant. The local load is set at around 353 kVA with a lagging PF of 0.95.
The results for UOF, ROCOF and ROCPAD are shown in Fig. 5 and 6.

Fig. 5: Performance of UOF and ROCOF Algorithms.
(a) DG Frequency. (b) df/dt. (c) ROCOF.

Fig. 6: Performance of ROCPAD Algorithm. (a)
Phase difference between voltage and current. (b)
dφ/dt. (c) ROCPAD
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As it can be observed from the above figures, due to the large DG overload, the frequency rapidly falls as soon as the
islanding occurs. The frequency crosses the lower UOF bound almost instantly. The ROCPAD value cross both
thresholds within first milliseconds window. However, the ROCOF value rises comparatively slow, with it exceeding
the T1 in the first but T2 in the second window. Therefore, the trip command for ROCOF T2 is issued at the end of
second window at 0.54 s. Since ROCPAD T2 can independently cause final trip, the detection time has gone down from
40 ms to 20 ms in this case. The trip signals for UOF, ROCPAD and ROCOF is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7: Trip Signals. (a) UOF. (b) ROCPAD T1. (c) ROCPAD T2. (d) ROCOF T1. (e) ROCOF T2. (f) Final Trip
Command
5.2. Islanding at zero power mismatch
The local load L-3 is matched to DG’s apparent power rating at lagging P.F of 0.96. The anti-islanding relay correctly
detects the islanding in case of balanced operating conditions. Figures 8 and 9 show results of the 3 algorithms.

Fig. 8: Performance of UOF and ROCOF
Algorithms. (a) DG Frequency. (b) df/dt. (c)
ROCOF.

Fig. 9: Performance of ROCPAD Algorithm. (a)
Phase difference. (b) dφ/dt. (c) ROCPAD.

In this case, the frequency stays within the defined limits and UOF does not detect the islanding event. The balanced
generation and load cases falls under the NDZ of the ROCOF algorithm as well. The ROCOF value is too low for even
the low-level threshold T1. Therefore, ROCOF also fails to detect the islanding event. However, The ROCPAD
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algorithm successfully detects the islanding in this case as the angle difference rate-of-change is significant enough.
This is because during grid connected operation, the DG is supplying active power only, hence the phase difference is
zero. As islanding occurs, the local load has a lagging PF which causes a sudden difference in phase. ROCPAD value
crosses T1 and T2 in the first measurement window and the trip command is issued at 0.52 s. The trip signals for all the
algorithms are shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10: Trip Signals. (a) UOF. (b) ROCPAD T1. (c) ROCPAD T2. (d) ROCOF T1. (e) ROCOF T2. (f) Final
Trip Command
The trip thresholds are colour coded throughout the test cases for better readability. T1 is blue, T2 is red. It is observed
that even though the ROCOF and ROCPAD value crosses both thresholds before 20 milliseconds, at least 1 measurement
window i.e., 20 milliseconds, is required for the algorithms to issue the trip command. Therefore, the final detection
time is at least 20 milliseconds. As islanding occurs, the local load has a lagging PF which causes a sudden difference
in phase. ROCPAD value crosses T1 and T2 in the first measurement window and the trip command is issued at 0.52 s.
5.3.

Islanding at 50 percent loading

In this case, the value of the local load L-3 is adjusted to approximately half of the DG system capacity i.e., 118 kVA
with a lagging PF of 0.95. The results for the three algorithms are shown in Fig. 11 and 12.

Fig. 11: Performance of UOF and ROCOF
Algorithms. (a) DG Frequency. (b) df/dt. (c) ROCOF

Fig. 12: Performance of ROCPAD Algorithm. (a)
Phase difference. (b) dφ/dt. (c) ROCPAD
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This case is like the overloading case in that the frequency and phase angle are affected significantly but in opposite
direction. All three protection algorithms have correctly detected the islanding in this case. The frequency tends to rise
quickly in underloading cases while the phase difference rises sharply as the LOM occurs with a decrease in rate of
change after the initial rise. However, both ROCPAD and ROCOF values exceed both their respective thresholds within
the first window. In this case, all trip commands are unanimously generated at 0.52 s. The trip commands for each
protection scheme are shown in Figure 13.

Fig. 13: Trip Signals. (a) UOF. (b) ROCPAD T1. (c) ROCPAD T2. (d) ROCOF T1. (e) ROCOF T2. (f) Final
Trip Command
5.4. Non-islanding case 1 (Load shedding)
Relay response is evaluated for load shedding event. Fig. 14 and 15 shows results in this case.

Fig. 14: Performance of UOF and ROCOF
Algorithms. (a) DG Frequency. (b) df/dt. (c) ROCOF

Fig. 15: Performance of ROCPAD Algorithm. (a)
Phase difference. (b) dφ/dt. (c) ROCPAD

For non-islanding cases, the relay should not detect islanding and hence operate maliciously. The load shedding event
at bus 671 occurs at 0.5 s. The rating of the total load that is disconnected is 1.5 MVA including the capacitor banks.
The switching-off of loads causes a disturbance in the system parameters. The variation in system parameters is
significant at the bus 671 but at DG bus 634, these disturbance values are not sufficient for any thresholds and no trip
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command is produced, as indented in this case. Trip values are shown in Fig. 16.

Fig. 16: Trip Signals. (a) UOF. (b) ROCPAD T1. (c) ROCPAD T2. (d) ROCOF T1. (e) ROCOF T2. (f) Final
Trip Command
In the above figure, it can be observed that none of the algorithms issue a trip command. Therefore, the relay correctly
isolates this non-islanding case
5.5.

Non-islanding case 2 (Short-circuit fault)

A single phase to ground fault is the most common occurring fault in the power systems. The ROCPAD algorithm can
mal-operate in this case if the current and voltage magnitudes are drastically altered, the phase difference values can
vary quickly enough to trigger the threshold. The single phase short-circuit fault causes a disturbance in the phase
difference values. The results are shown in Fig. 17 and 18.

Fig. 17: Performance of UOF and ROCOF
Algorithms. (a) DG Frequency. (b) df/dt. (c) ROCOF

Fig. 18: Performance of ROCPAD Algorithm. (a)
Phase difference. (b) dφ/dt. (c) ROCPAD

.
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The phase difference is more sensitive as compared to the frequency in this case. The UOF does not trip as the frequency
stays within bounds. The values for ROCPAD and ROCOF are not sufficient to cross the thresholds and no trip command
is produced, as indented in this case. The trip response for UOF, ROCOF and ROCPAD are shown in Figure 19. Like
in the case of load shedding, the system disturbances are felt more drastically at the source bus but not as significant at
the bus 634 on which the relay is installed. Any fault on the bus 634 will cause the relay to trip.

Fig. 19: Trip Signals. (a) UOF. (b) ROCPAD T1. (c) ROCPAD T2. (d) ROCOF T1. (e) ROCOF T2. (f) Final
Trip Command
It can be observed from the above figures, that the anti-islanding relay is successfully able to avoid mal operation in
case of short-circuit fault and load shedding. In non-islanding cases involving two phase or two phase to ground faults;
or with load shedding of more than 3 MVA, the ROCOF and ROCPAD values can exceed T1 threshold, but the UOF
algorithm does not mal-operate for any fault or load switching. This ensures that the final trip decision remains correct
for any tested value.
6. Conclusions
The paper presents an FPGA implementation and evaluation of anti-islanding technique based on multiple protection
schemes working in parallel with strength of one complementing the weakness of the other. The FPGA provides fast
computation of the relay algorithm resulting in detection times around 20 to 40 milliseconds. The proposed technique
avoids mal operation in non-islanding events and has no NDZ at balanced conditions while only requiring a couple of
system parameters at DG terminals namely the voltage and current waveforms. Future work can be done to quantitively
analyse the effect on detection times for different FPGA optimization techniques as well as the relationship between
percentage power mismatch to detection time. The individual responses of detection algorithms can be tabulated for a
range of non-islanding events to further evaluate the robustness of the proposed IDT. Furthermore, the proposed
technique can be evaluated against various types of DG by calculating the threshold settings using repeated iterations at
balanced conditions. Multi-DG power networks can also be tested to evaluate the inter-operability of the relays.
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